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Best, Cutting-Edge Strategies

for FIFTH GRADE

A Unique One-Day In-Person Seminar
Presented by

Lynn Stenroos
Outstanding Fifth Grade Teacher and National Presenter

Illinois
Champaign – December 2
Chicago (Lisle) – December 1

Missouri
St. Louis (Clayton) – December 3

New Jersey

Specifically Designed for Fifth Grade Teachers
Engaging strategies and resources to help your Fifth Graders who have
fallen behind to catch up and master key grade level skills
Proven, best strategies to strengthen Fifth Graders’ engagement and learning
Specific ways to strengthen and accelerate the reading, writing and math
growth of your Fifth Graders
Receive an extensive Fifth Grade teaching strategies resource handbook
packed with timesaving ideas, tips, tools, and proven strategies to practically
and successfully strengthen Fifth Graders’ success

Cherry Hill (Mt. Laurel) – November 30
Newark (Fairfield) – November 29
CEUs and Graduate Credit Available
See page 6 for details

CAN’T ATTEND?
Order the recorded version
and take the seminar online at
your convenience (see page 6)

“Loved, loved, LOVED that
I can use all of Lynn’s
strategies right away!”
- SUSAN READ, 5TH GRADE TEACHER

Ten Key Benefits of Attending
1. Accelerate and Catch Up Your Fifth Grade Students Who Have Fallen Behind

“Lynn is such
a dynamic
and informative
presenter. She
‘talks the talk’
and ‘walks the
walk!’ Well done!”
– TAMMY FORRENCE,
TEACHER

Accelerate and strengthen your Fifth Graders’ learning of key grade level skills in reading,
writing and math … Accelerate your students’ academic growth, helping catch students up
who have fallen behind

2. Lessen Your Fifth Graders’ COVID Gap
Catch up your Fifth Graders’ skills attainment … Lessen the COVID gap with timesaving,
easy-to-use techniques perfect for Fifth Grade

3. Incorporate Outstanding Digital Tools Perfect for Fifth Grade!
Explore engaging digital tools perfect for your Fifth Grade Instruction including Google
Apps, Flipgrid, Mentimeter, Jamboard, Wakelet, Chatterpix, Google Keep and many more!

4. Social-Emotional Learning Strategies Your Fifth Graders Need Most
COVID has only intensified the need for SEL strategies in Fifth Grade … Learn specific
strategies that build confidence and growth mindset, increasing students’ focus, attention,
and responsibility for their own learning and growth

5. Master the Art of Establishing Systems, Procedures, and Protocols
Fifth Graders desire independence! … Learn timesaving methods to foster and develop
that independence using high-impact strategies … Develop a high-functioning, highperforming Fifth Grade program

6. Boost Student Achievement and Rigor in Your Fifth Grade Class
Strengthen your Fifth Graders’ reading, writing, speaking, and listening skills to maximize
understanding of content and processing of information … Dozens of practical strategies
to boost learning without wasting your precious instructional time

7. Explore Use-Tomorrow Digital Lessons for Fifth Grade
Discover a plethora of digital tools that maximize student engagement, provide a platform
for student discourse, and accelerate student learning … These timesaving and timely tools
are easy to implement the very next day with your Fifth Graders

8. Strengthen Your Support of ALL Your Fifth Graders
Learn cutting-edge, practical ways to use learning intentions and success criteria to design
highly effective and useful formative assessments … Better inform your instruction and
deepen student learning

9. Facilitate Greater Growth Within Students’ Learning Progression
In our current environment Fifth Graders are presenting with lagging skills and increasing
deficits … Help students pinpoint where they fall in the learning progression, what they
know, and what they need to know and do next to make greater growth

Who Should Attend
Fifth Grade Teachers
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10. Receive an Extensive Fifth Grade Strategies Resource Handbook and Special
Online Access
You’ll receive an extensive resource handbook that includes detailed descriptions and
practical applications of each of the ideas presented … Gain special online access to Lynn’s
digital resources … All resources and strategies are perfect for Fifth Grade

Phone: 1-800-735-3503 || Register Online: www.ber.org || Team Discount Available

Outstanding Strategies You Can Use Immediately
What You Will Learn ...
• Innovative, instructional strategies to catch your Fifth Graders up and boost their
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

achievement
Powerful tools for identifying Fifth Graders’ lagging skills and learning gaps due to
COVID and other factors
The latest research-based instructional strategies for considerably accelerating the
engagement and learning of your Fifth Graders
The latest, best digital tools to support Fifth Graders’ engagement
How to use the best of the best teaching strategies originally developed for working
online to greatly accelerate your fifth graders’ learning
Ready-to-use, best practice ideas to accelerate your Fifth Graders’ progress in reading
and writing
Highly effective ways to build social-emotional skills, boosting confidence and helping
Fifth Graders develop a growth mindset
High-leverage strategies to accelerate Fifth Graders’ growth by making best use of
visible learning practices
Ways to maximize student success across content areas through the levels of learning:
surface, deep, and transfer
Proven differentiation techniques perfect for Fifth Grade and supporting individual
students’ needs
Timesaving strategies, systems, procedures, and protocols to help you run a more
efficient Fifth Grade classroom
Ideas, Ideas, Ideas – ways to make the most of every instructional minute, engaging
strategies to enhance student comprehension, tools to help you close learning gaps, how
to promote a positive growth mindset, creative pathways for Fifth Graders to demonstrate
their knowledge, and much more!

“Great strategies and innovative ideas! I definitely feel inspired and renewed!
Thank you, Lynn!”
– TENNIE BRAMLETT, TEACHER

Practical Ideas and Strategies
Are you looking for the best ways to provide differentiated, engaging fifth grade instruction
in the face of a growing gap in your students’ academic achievement due to COVID? If so,
you won’t want to miss this strategy-packed seminar by outstanding Fifth Grade Teacher
and national presenter, LYNN STENROOS! The focus of this seminar is on the most effective,
cutting-edge instructional strategies specifically for Fifth Grade teachers. Lynn will share
proven techniques and strategies to bridge the learning gap, helping your Fifth Graders master
key grade level skills. Each of the strategies and techniques build upon high-leverage practices
to propel your Fifth Graders to greater levels of achievement. You will walk away with dozens
of highly engaging, easy-to-implement strategies, ready for immediate use. Join Lynn
for a day filled with the latest, best, cutting-edge strategies and approaches specifically
designed to accelerate your Fifth Grade students’ learning.

Phone: 1-800-735-3503 || See all BER PD Events at www.ber.org
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A Message From Seminar Leader, Lynn Stenroos
Dear Colleague:
I’ve always called Fifth Grade the “Goldilocks Zone” of teaching. Fifth Graders
are unique in that they are neither too dependent nor too independent. And
for the most part, they still love their teachers and enjoy school. It is this
magical essence of a Fifth Grader that has made it my favorite grade to teach
throughout my career as an educator.

Uniquely Qualified
Instructor
LYNN STENROOS is an enthusiastic
national presenter, but most
importantly, she is an outstanding,
experienced and current teacher.
Lynn is passionate about
seeking out and using the latest
instructional tools and techniques
for helping maximize the academic
success of Fifth Grade students.
She loves sharing a variety of the
latest, cutting edge ideas with the
goal of enhancing the learning
environment and experience of
students, while at the same time
helping Fifth Grade teachers
work smarter, not harder. Lynn is
the author of Best, Cutting-Edge
Strategies for FIFTH GRADE, the
extensive resource handbook you
will receive at the seminar. Lynn
is known for presenting seminars
that are motivating, innovative,
practical and teacher friendly. You
will leave not only with valuable
information, tools, resources,
and techniques to accelerate
your students’ learning, but
recharged and confident – ready
to put Lynn’s outstanding ideas
to immediate use with your own
Fifth Grade students.
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One question I consistently hear in my work with Fifth Grade teachers across
the country, and one I have asked myself over the years is, “What specifically
can I do to have the greatest impact on my students’ learning and to accelerate
their growth?” This question is even timelier as we prepare for the school year
ahead and the significant impacts COVID-19 has had on our students’ learning.
I understand firsthand the challenges you are facing as a teacher of Fifth
Graders. My goal for this day is to share with you dozens of current, researchbased strategies and techniques for accelerating your Fifth Graders’ learning.
Join me for a strategy-packed day filled with student-tested approaches that
you can use immediately in your instruction. I will share powerful tools I have
successfully used with my own Fifth Grade students that create a culture
of collaboration, enhance social-emotional learning, and promote greater
independence – all leading to engaged students who demonstrate high levels
of growth.
Together, in this hands-on, interactive live online seminar we will explore
terrific strategies that I have found to be effective in reaching even the most
challenging Fifth Graders. You will leave with a wealth of proven strategies and
ideas you can use immediately.
Sincerely,

Lynn Stenroos
P.S.

My focus will be on sharing cutting-edge, highly practical tools
and strategies you can use the very next day with your Fifth Grade
students.

“My goal for this day is to share with you dozens
of current, research-based strategies and techniques
for accelerating your Fifth Graders’ learning.”

Phone: 1-800-735-3503 || Register Online: www.ber.org || Team Discount Available

What Your Colleagues Say About Lynn Stenroos
“One of the best seminars I’ve attended in years. So many strategies I can use that
will make all the difference to motivate even my most reluctant students. Lynn is a great
presenter, very knowledgeable, funny, and easy to relate to.” 
Viveca Robinson, Teacher
“So many wonderful ideas to use with our students. Thank you for a great seminar!”
Aron Ferrell, Teacher

“This seminar was so inspiring and filled with strategies to help my students.”
Jennifer Udelhofen, Teacher

“This workshop has given me a new perspective. I will definitely use the activities from
today’s seminar with my students. Thanks for making our learning fun!
Rachelle Wilson, Teacher

“Thank you for refreshing my passion for teaching and adding to my pedagogy!” ”
Alex Clithero, Teacher

About BER Seminars
Outstanding Instructors
All programs are led by outstanding, top-rated BER national trainers

Extensive Resource Handbook
You’ll receive an extensive digital Resource Handbook full of practical strategies
and resources. (For in-person seminars, registrants will also receive a printed copy
of the resource handbook as long as their registration is received in the BER office
at least 15 calendar days before the event.)

Highly Interactive
You’ll be able to ask questions, consult with the instructor, and share ideas with
other participants

Program Guarantee
As we have for 44 years, we guarantee the high quality of our programs.
If you are not satisfied, we’ll give you a 100% refund.

Phone: 1-800-735-3503 || See all BER PD Events at www.ber.org
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Special Benefits of Attending
Extensive 5th Grade Strategies Resource Handbook
You will receive an extensive digital resource handbook specifically designed for this
seminar. Included in the handbook are:
• Classroom-ready, student-tested lessons and teaching ideas that will help your
Fifth Grade students’ learning soar
• Current, innovative strategies for establishing higher levels of learning that will
engage your Fifth Graders and accelerate their growth
• Outstanding digital tools for Fifth Grade, plus tools, tips, and tricks for making
the most of them
• Dozens of practical ideas to enhance student learning through reading, writing,
listening, and speaking across all content areas
• Outstanding strategies, protocols, differentiation ideas, and templates that
actively engage your Fifth Graders and get them to take greater responsibility for
their own learning
For in-person seminars, registrants will also receive a printed copy of the
resource handbook as long as their registration is received in the BER office at
least 15 calendar days before the event.

Share Ideas with Other Educators
This seminar provides a wonderful opportunity for participants to meet and share
ideas with other educators interested in the best, cutting-edge strategies for teaching
Fifth Grade.

“Lynn is a great
presenter! Full of
energy and so
knowledgeable.
I am excited to
try these ideas
with my students!”
– DEBBY SISSON, TEACHER

Meet Inservice Requirements / Earn State CEUs
Participants of In-Person and those completing the Recorded Version online can
receive a certificate of participation that may be used to verify five continuing
education hours. For details about state CEUs available, visit www.ber.org/ceus

Earn One to Four Graduate Semester Credits
Up to four graduate level professional development credits are
available with an additional fee and completion of follow‑up
practicum activities. Details for direct enrollment with Brandman University,
part of the Chapman University system, will be available at this program.

Can’t Attend?
Other Professional Development Options:
On‑Site Training
Most BER seminars can be
brought to your school
or district in-person or
online. See the options
at www.ber.org/onsite
or call 877‑857‑8964 to
speak to one of our On‑Site
Training Consultants.
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Recorded Version of the Seminar
A video recorded version of this seminar will be available to take online at your
convenience. You’ll have access to the entire course and to the extensive digital
resource handbook. Optional CEUs and graduate credit available.
To enroll, see registration form on page 7.

Related On-Demand Online Courses
BER offers educators a wide range of online courses that are affordable, fun, fast,
and convenient. BER is now offering On Demand Video-Based courses. You may
earn optional graduate-level credits for most courses. See the catalog of available
courses at www.ber.org/online

Phone: 1-800-735-3503 || Register Online: www.ber.org || Team Discount Available

Best, Cutting-Edge Strategies for
FIFTH GRADE
FIVE EASY WAYS TO REGISTER:

Registration (5SS2F1)

REGISTER ONLINE at: www.ber.org

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Champaign, IL – December 2, 2021
Cherry Hill (Mt. Laurel), NJ – November 30, 2021
Chicago (Lisle), IL – December 1, 2021
Newark (Fairfield), NJ– November 29, 2021
St. Louis (Clayton), MO – December 3, 2021
—or —
6. I'd like to order the recorded version of this seminar

EMAIL this form to: register@ber.org
PHONE toll‑free: 1‑800‑735‑3503

(Weekdays 5:30 am ‑ 5:30 pm Pacific Time)

FAX this form to: 1‑425‑453‑1134
MAIL this form to: Bureau of Education & Research

FIRST NAME

M.I.

POSITION, SUBJECT TAUGHT

915 118th Avenue SE • PO Box 96068
Bellevue, WA 98009‑9668

LAST NAME

GRADE LEVEL

SEMINAR LOCATION NUMBER:  

Program Hours
All In-Person Seminars are scheduled 8:30 a.m. – 3:15 p.m.
Check-in is 8:00 a.m. – 8:30 a.m.

(Please see list above)

List additional registrants on a copy of this form

Fee

SCHOOL NAME

The registration fee is $279 per person, $259 per person for groups of
three or more registering at the same time. Call us at 1-800-735-3503
for groups of ten or more. Payment is due prior to the program.

SCHOOL MAILING ADDRESS

CITY & STATE

Fee includes seminar registration, a certificate of participation and an
extensive digital resource handbook. The fee is the same for In-Person
Seminars or Recorded Seminars.

ZIP CODE

SCHOOL PHONE NUMBER

HOME PHONE NUMBER

(     )

(     )

For in-person seminars, registrants will also receive a printed copy
of the resource handbook as long as their registration is received
in the BER office at least 15 calendar days before the event.

Registration confirmations and login details are sent via e-mail
E-MAIL ADDRESS (REQUIRED FOR EACH REGISTRANT)

Seminars will be held at the following sites:
Champaign: Hyatt Place, (217) 531-2800
Cherry Hill: Westin – Mt. Laurel, (856) 778-7300
Chicago: Sheraton – Lisle, (630) 505-1000
Newark: Doubletree Suites – Fairfield, (973) 227-9200
St. Louis: Clayton Plaza Hotel – Clayton, (314) 726-5400

y
y
y
y
y

HOME MAILING ADDRESS

CITY & STATE

Meeting Sites and Hotel Accommodations

ZIP CODE

IMPORTANT: PRIORITY ID CODE
IMPORTANT – PRIORITY ID CODE: E5SS2F1
Fill in the six digit number on the mail label next to the word “ID” or on your email
METHOD OF PAYMENT – Team Discount Available
The registration fee is $279 per person,
for teams of three or more registering at the same time, the fee is $259
per person. Payment is due prior to the program. No cash, please.

If needed, please make your own hotel reservations by calling the
appropriate hotel listed above.

Cancellation/Substitutions:
100% of your paid registration fee will be refunded if you can’t attend
and notify us at least 10 days before the seminar. Late cancellations
made prior to the event date will be refunded less a $15 service fee.
Substitutions may be made at any time without charge.

 A check (payable to Bureau of Education & Research) is attached

Program Guarantee

 A purchase order is attached, P.O. #

We stand behind the high quality of our programs by providing the
following unconditional guarantee: If you are not satisfied with this
program, we’ll give you a 100% refund of your registration fee.



 Charge my:
Account #

 MasterCard

(Be sure to include priority ID code on the P.O.)

 VISA

1Discover
Exp. Date:

MO/YR

Further Questions

Billing Zip Code:


Call the Bureau of Education & Research (800) 735‑3503 or visit us
online at www.ber.org

3 Digit CVV Code:
(Found on back of card)

Please print name as it appears on card

5SS2F1

© 2021 Bureau of Education & Research. All rights reserved.

Phone: 1-800-735-3503 || See all BER PD Events at www.ber.org
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Best, Cutting-Edge Strategies
for FIFTH GRADE

FIFTH GRADE
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PO Box 96068
Bellevue, WA 98009‑9668

Best, Cutting-Edge
Strategies for

Catch-Up Students Who’ve Fallen Behind

An outstanding one-day In-Person Seminar

Includes an extensive Resource Handbook

Can’t Attend? A Recorded Version is available
to use online at your convenience

5SS2F1
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Best, Cutting-Edge Strategies for

FIFTH GRADE

A Unique One-Day In-Person Seminar

(Also available as a Recorded Online Version
to Use at Your Convenience)

Presented by

Lynn Stenroos

Outstanding Fifth Grade Teacher
and National Presenter

Engaging strategies and resources to help your Fifth Graders who
have fallen behind to catch up and master key grade level skills

Proven, best strategies to strengthen Fifth Graders’ engagement and
learning

Specific ways to strengthen and accelerate the reading, writing and
math growth of your Fifth Graders

